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Hi,
 
Please find attached an objection under 19P of the Local Electoral Act 2001 to the Council’s
amended representation review resolution.
 
Regards,
 
Keir Leslie

 

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING THIS EMAIL

If you receive this message by mistake, please notify the sender at IAG New Zealand Limited immediately and destroy the
message. This message and any attachments may be confidential or privileged. You may be liable if you use or retain this
information without IAG NZ's permission. Any information that does not relate to IAG NZ's official business is not given or endorsed
by IAG NZ. Thank you.
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Concerned Canterbury Citizens for Fair Representation  


1. This submission is made on behalf of a group of concerned citizens living in Canterbury, from a 
range of backgrounds. 
 


2. We can be contacted via email at keir.leslie@gmail.com or 027 309 33 22. 
 


3. We wish to be heard. 
 


4. We object to the proposal notified by Environment Canterbury following its Representation 
Review as the arrangement proposed exceeds the +/- 10% fair representation criteria by a large 
margin for some proposed wards. 
 


5. As a result, there is in aggregate in the non-CCC areas a representation of 1 Councillor per 
38,426 voters compared to 1 Councillor per 47,715 voters in the CCC area. 
 


6. We believe other arrangements considered but not adopted by ECan are more compliant with 
the +/- 10% fair representation criteria and meet other criteria as well. 
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